ANNOUNCING: LEFTIES ARE IN THEIR RIGHT MINDS!

With a Re-Issue of the 1939 Corliss Lamont book: You Might Like Socialism

"They didn't like it then, and they don't like it now, BUT ruthless Capitalism has met its doom, and a Democratic brand of Socialism is the only way we'll ever create the Democracy that we long for."

This new publication by Half-Moon Foundation, with comments and updating by Author and Wife of Corliss Lamont, Beth K. Lamont, is available now at $24.95; available now on Amazon.com, soon to be in bookstores. Format: Trade paperback, 456 pages, illustrated with photos. ISBN: 978-0-578-00782-3

Here's an audio promo for Lefties Are In Their Right Minds by Beth K. Lamont recorded in New York on October 22, 2008 for use by WBAI-FM Pacifica radio. Running time is 8 min 22 sec.

http://www.corliss-lamont.org/lefties/Lefties_Are_In_Their_Right_Minds.mp3

For additional information: http://www.corliss-lamont.org/lefties/
Lefties Are In Their Right Minds (front cover)
SOCIALISM? Yeegods! NOT SOCIALISM!
Not even on our doorstep! But, look what we’ve got! Not only do we already have Socialized Militarism, but now we have Socialized Capitalism!

Corliss Lamont, an American Patriot, born of Wall Street wealth, saw how Capitalism thwarts our Democracy.

He warned us of the danger:

“...it is easy to see that if the Capitalists can succeed in setting up themselves and their professorial benchmen as the sacred Priests of Economics, who alone know the inner workings of this abstruse discipline, then the person in the street will have no alternative except to bow down in awe before them and it would become all but impossible to develop a mass movement to change the existing order...”

Today, in 2009, 70 years later,

Corliss Lamont might quip:

“See, this is how Bernie Made-Off with your money!”

...but, Corliss,

NOW THAT WE, THE PEOPLE, HAVE LEARNED THIS TRUTH, WE WILL PROCEED TO MAKE CHANGES!

*Photo taken in 1941 at Madison Square Garden in New York, during a speech in support of American-Soviet Friendship, at which Corliss’s father, Thomas W. Lamont, of J.P. Morgan, also spoke, supporting both his son and the issue at hand.

http://www.corliss-lamont.org/lefties/
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